
THE MAGIC OF

MINERALIZING

You love your house, your garden and your terrace.

Get the beauty of your home and 

protect it for life with a one-time treatment

from moisture, frost, dirt and pollution.

10 years guarantee secured by AXA Insurances



What is Mineralization?

With a single treatment, ProtecD infiltrates the 

surface

and connects definitively and irreversibly with the 

minerals on a 100% organic basis.

Your objects are protected permanently against 

everything in the world that can penetrate the

surface and cause harm, such as:

moisture, salty air, frost, dirt, acids, liquids of all 

kinds, mushrooms and moss.

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL

The appearance of the minerals does not change 

and the minerals do not shine.

The treated surfaces become pressure- and acid-

proof while continuing to breathe. The abrasion is 

slowed down and paints last 2 to 3 times longer.

We will show you some examples…



Premium Mineralizer
F2 and TF 
Further description under PRODUCTS

For permanent protection:



For renovation and repair
Further description under PRODUCTS                    



…for the protection of facades

made of concrete, artificial and natural stone -

against moisture, frost, pollution and dirt



To protect your newly created

or renovated terraces and

balconies against moisture and frost, 

dust, dirt, liquids

and stains of every kind
Suitable for concrete, natural and artificial stones,

terracotta and slate



Protection of the pools
- for terraces 

- for lining before painting

- for the joints, so that no algae grows



To protect balustrades, fountains, 

garden decorations

against moisture, frost damage and moss



... for the protection of barbecue areas from 

oil and liquid stains…
VERTICAL and HORIZONTAL



… as protection for concrete, artificial and 

natural stones in the interior …

- against dirt, dust and stains of any kind -

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL



…In damp rooms protection is particularly 

important, especially against fungal 

attack in the joints ...



... as protection against oil and gasoline 

seepage in parking lots, car parks and 

garages ...

Above: parking place with oil spots



Examples of moss infestation on roofs
(before and after cleaning)

For rooftops protected with ProtecD TF Premium, the moss

problem is solved - permanently



Examples of damage of moisture
GROUND EXTERIOR

Such water and frost 

damages can be 

avoided by using 

ProtecD.

If these damages 

have already 

occurred, we can 

help repair and 

protect your surfaces 

from moisture and 

frost in the future.



Cleaning and subsequent protection 

with ProtecD

You can do your own cleaning and later apply Premium 

Mineralizer F2 or TF yourself.

We explain to you how it is done.

Or ask us about one of our subcontractors in your area.



Examples of damage to facades

Such damages from 

moisture, frost and 

salty air on house 

facades

and walls can be 

avoided with the

help of a protective 

treatment with

ProtecD.

If the damages have 

already occurred, 

we can help you 

repair the facades

and protect them for 

the future.



Protection of the basement walls against

humidity
Supporting draining and preventing fungal infestation



Protection against graffiti

Sprayed house facades and walls are popular objects of pseudo artists.

Protect these surfaces from concrete, natural and artificial stones, marble, clinker, 

quartz concrete or slate with ProtecD and graffiti will be easily removed.

Above and left: damage of moisture + graffiti
(avoidable in case of an early treatment)



…for protection against dog urine and

urinating in public
Dogs like to mark their territory on corners of houses and walls.

Urinating in public is a bad issue; however, it’s almost a sport in pub areas, 

staircases and parking garages.

When surfaces are protected with ProtecD, water on its ows is enough to 

flush away the urine and its odor since urine cannot penetrate the walls 

and floor and settle there.



Our tip: Use ProtecD as primer!

. the application by pressure spray is much faster

. the applied colors last 2 - 3 times longer



Thank you for viewing these many options for protective 

treatment.

We are happy to treat a sample area selected by you so that 

you can convince yourself of using ProtecD.

Call us, send us an email or

visit our Live Chat.

We are happy to help you.

YOUR PROTECD TEAM


